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Open Data Practices among Users
of Primary Biodiversity Data
CAITLIN P. MANDEVILLE , WOUTER KOCH, ERLEND B. NILSEN, AND ANDERS G. FINSTAD

Presence-only biodiversity data are increasingly relied on in biodiversity, ecology, and conservation research, driven by growing digital
infrastructures that support open data sharing and reuse. Recent reviews of open biodiversity data have clearly documented the value of data
sharing, but the extent to which the biodiversity research community has adopted open data practices remains unclear. We address this question
by reviewing applications of presence-only primary biodiversity data, drawn from a variety of sources beyond open databases, in the indexed
literature. We characterize how frequently researchers access open data relative to data from other sources, how often they share newly generated
or collated data, and trends in metadata documentation and data citation. Our results indicate that biodiversity research commonly relies on
presence-only data that are not openly available and neglects to make such data available. Improved data sharing and documentation will
increase the value, reusability, and reproducibility of biodiversity research.
Keywords: applied ecology, biodiversity, informatics, monitoring and mapping, publication practices
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iodiversity data are increasingly made openly
available, facilitated by extensive digital infrastructures
that support data standardization and publication (Farley
et al. 2018, Anderson et al. 2020, Kays et al. 2020). There is
growing recognition that this open sharing of biodiversity
data is critical for advancing biodiversity research (Farley
et al. 2018). Some of the primary benefits of open biodiversity
data include enhanced reproducibility of research (Alston
and Rick 2021); making data available for reuse in new
research applications (Chawinga and Zinn 2019); enabling
researchers to receive credit, in the form of citations, for their
efforts producing and sharing data sets (Costello et al. 2013,
Brown 2021); and minimizing the duplication of research
effort, enabling researchers to prioritize new data collection
that fills research gaps (Troudet et al. 2017). As data sharing
continues to become normalized, best practices have developed for the sharing of biodiversity data (Kühl et al. 2020).
The FAIR data principles, for instance, outline four key attributes of effectively shared data: findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (Wilkinson et al. 2016). Specific practices
have been developed to implement biodiversity data sharing
in accordance with FAIR data principles. For example, global
data aggregators such as the Global Biodiversity Information
Facility (GBIF) provide a central location for aggregated
data sets, ensuring that they will be findable and accessible (Robertson et al. 2014), and standardization schemes
such as Darwin Core provide a mechanism for researchers
to improve interoperability (Wieczorek et al. 2012). Such

innovations support extensive data reuse; for example, the
GBIF currently enables integrated data searches of nearly 1.7
billion species records from diverse sources around the world
and has facilitated data reuse in thousands of publications
(Heberling et al. 2021).
Although any type of data can be openly shared, the biodiversity data type most readily associated with open data
sharing is presence-only occurrence data (König et al. 2019,
Anderson et al. 2020, Wüest et al. 2020, Gadelha et al. 2021).
Presence-only data consist of the taxonomic identification
and location of an organism, often with the time of observation but without further information about species abundance, sampling design, or sites at which the species was not
observed. The quantity of presence-only data aggregated in
open biodiversity data repositories is immense and continuing to grow rapidly (Peterson et al. 2018, Ball-Damerow
et al. 2019). This growth has been driven in large part by
two simultaneous trends: the increasing popularity of citizen
science platforms through which the public submit opportunistic observations to centralized databases (Theobald et al.
2015, Amano et al. 2016, Sullivan et al. 2017) and the digitization and aggregation of historical records and museum
specimens (Speed et al. 2018, Nelson and Ellis 2019, Hedrick
et al. 2020, Miller et al. 2020). The growing volume of openly
shared presence-only data is also driven by characteristics
of the data type itself: It is relatively simple and is easily
standardized within existing best practices for data sharing
(Anderson et al. 2020). Presence-only occurrence data now
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offer greater spatial, temporal, and taxonomic coverage on a
global scale than other biodiversity data types and are often
less costly and time intensive to collect (Tulloch et al. 2013,
Bayraktarov et al. 2019).
As presence-only biodiversity data have grown in volume
and accessibility, they have become increasingly common
in biodiversity research (Peterson et al. 2018, Heberling
et al. 2021). The open availability of massive modern and
historical biodiversity data sets has contributed to a wide
range of research areas, including ecology, biogeography,
global change, and conservation (James et al. 2018, BallDamerow et al. 2019, Heberling et al. 2021). But the analysis
of presence-only data is not without challenges; both historical and modern presence-only data are associated with
limitations and biases that are distinct from other data types,
both because of the lack of absence data and also because of
the opportunistic collection process frequently associated
with presence-only data (James et al. 2018, Støa et al. 2018,
Gelfand and Shirota 2019, Grimmett et al. 2020, SicachaParada et al. 2020, Johnston et al. 2021, Petersen et al. 2021).
Further biases, errors, and limitations can be introduced in
the processes of data preparation, publishing, and long-term
maintenance (Tessarolo et al. 2017, Mesibov 2018), including the issues of data leakage (Peterson et al. 2018) and
data obsolescence (Escribano et al. 2016). In response to
these challenges, the growing application of presence-only
data has been paralleled by an explosion of innovation in
approaches to assess and improve both data accessibility and
quality (Ball-Damerow et al. 2019) and also analysis methods that account for the specific limitations associated with
this data type (Araújo et al. 2019, Kelling et al. 2019). As the
development of analysis approaches for presence-only data
continues, there is broad consensus that the documentation
of metadata that details the study protocol, including information about sampling design or effort, allows for greater
inference and also greater data reuse and reproducibility of
analyses (Huettmann 2009, Kelling et al. 2019, Dobson et al.
2020, Foster et al. 2021). Open biodiversity data repositories
commonly encourage the publishing of metadata (Poisot
et al. 2019), but in practice the quality and amount of documented metadata varies widely (Peterson et al. 2018, Bishop
et al. 2019, Anderson et al. 2020).
Although presence-only biodiversity data are reported
and analyzed extensively in the traditional peer-reviewed
literature, they are not restricted to it. In particular, authors
who publish or access openly accessible biodiversity data
may be more likely to seek out alternative outlets for research
publication, such as preprint servers and journals with novel
publishing models, because of their emphasis on free sharing of scientific information. Furthermore, biodiversity data
are likely reported and analyzed often in gray literature and
conference proceedings. Still, because a great deal of biodiversity data are reported and analyzed in the traditional
peer-reviewed literature, it is important to understand the
role that this literature plays in either facilitating or hindering the open sharing of biodiversity data. In this review we
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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consider the extent of and barriers to the adoption of open
data sharing practices within the traditional peer-reviewed
literature, represented by the set of journals indexed by the
Web of Science Core Collection.
Many aspects of the sharing and reuse of openly accessible
biodiversity data in the peer-reviewed literature have been
characterized, including common research applications of
open data, taxonomic and spatial trends in open data, persistence of data stored in open databases, and current citation
practices for open data (Troudet et al. 2017, Escribano et al.
2018, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Heberling et al. 2021, Luo
et al. 2021). These studies make it clear that openly shared
presence-only biodiversity data are foundational to a large
body of biodiversity research. Still, many data go unshared.
Earlier in the open data movement, it was widely recognized
that open data formed just a small portion of the total biodiversity data known to exist (Ariño 2010, Amano et al. 2016,
Peterson et al. 2018). But the current volume of presenceonly data that are not openly shared, despite being presented
and analyzed in the literature, is unknown. The concept of
data sources and sinks can be helpful to conceptualize this
issue; publication approaches that generate or perpetuate
openly shared data can act as sources for continued data
reuse, whereas publication approaches that entail a single
use of data with no means for open access or reuse can be
thought of as data sinks.
In the present article, we examine a broad cross section of
the traditional peer-reviewed literature to assess the degree
to which it serves as a source or sink for open presence-only
biodiversity data. Our goal is to provide insight into the current adoption of open data practices among users of presence-only biodiversity data in journals indexed by the Web
of Science Core Collection. To our knowledge, this is the
first review of open data practices to be broadly defined by
the presence-only data type, rather than by a particular type
of data source, such as open databases. We focus on the following questions: How commonly does research published
in articles indexed by the Web of Science Core Collection
rely on presence-only data from open sources, and how
commonly does it rely on data that are newly generated or
compiled from other sources? To what extent do articles
indexed by the Web of Science Core Collection serve as a
data source for open presence-only biodiversity data; that is,
are newly generated or compiled data made openly available,
and are open data analyzed, documented, and cited in a way
that supports continued reuse?
We identify both successes and challenges in the open
sharing of presence-only biodiversity data, finding that
the sharing of presence-only biodiversity data is overall
increasing but that there is ample room for improvement in
adherence to many data sharing best practices. We compare
these findings with those of other recent reviews of the biodiversity literature, discussing trends that may be distinct to
the presence-only data type, as well as new patterns that may
be emerging within open data sharing practices. Because
presence-only data are the biodiversity data type most
November 2021 / Vol. 71 No. 11 • BioScience 1129
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Box 1. The search string used to query the Web of Science Core Collection to obtain literature.
(((TS = (“presence-only” OR “presence only” OR “opportunistic observation*” OR “opportunistic species observation*” OR “opportunistic occurrence*” OR “opportunistic distribution*” OR “opportunistic species occurrence*” OR “opportunistic species distribution*”
OR “pseudo-absence*” OR “pseudoabsence*” OR “inferred absence*” OR “presence-background” OR “presence background” OR
“citizen science” OR “community science” OR “participatory science” or “ad hoc data” OR “ad hoc collection” OR “ad hoc method*”
OR “incidental data” OR “incidental sighting*” OR “incidentally collected” OR “geographic one-class data” OR “incidental detection*”
OR “opportunistic detection*” OR “primary biodiversity data*” OR “occurrence record*” OR “atlas data” OR “unstructured occurrence
data” OR “unstructured species observation” OR “unstructured biodiversity data”))
AND (TS = (“distribution” OR “species” OR “biodiversity” OR “habitat*” OR “niche*”)))
AND LANGUAGE: (English) AND DOCUMENT TYPES: (Article)
Indexes = SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, ESCI Timespan = All years

commonly associated with open data sharing, they can serve
as an early indicator to illustrate the developing state of data
sharing more broadly in the related fields of biodiversity,
ecology, and conservation. Therefore, our characterization
of current practices in presence-only data sharing can illuminate successes, challenges, and barriers to the adoption of
data sharing practices that may be of growing relevance to
the greater biodiversity research community.
Review of the presence-only biodiversity data
literature
We searched the Web of Science Core Collection to target all
scholarly articles that report on the application of presenceonly biodiversity occurrence data. Our search targeted
articles whose titles, abstracts, or keywords contained any of
31 terms commonly used in the literature to indicate presence-only data as well as any of 5 terms used to indicate biodiversity (box 1). We screened the abstracts of all returned
articles and retained those that demonstrated the analysis or
reporting of presence-only occurrence data. After screening, a total of 2151 articles were included in the review (see
the extended methods description in supplemental file S1).
Data management and bibliometric summary statistics were
conducted in part with the bibliometrix package in R (Aria
and Cuccurullo 2017).
To identify broad trends in applications of presence-only
data, we classified all included articles into three topic clusters using latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic modeling.
LDA topic modeling uses word associations within a corpus
to identify topic clusters and assigns documents to the topic
clusters on the basis of word frequency within each document (Westgate 2019). We classified each document on the
basis of the words in the abstract and title. LDA topic modeling requires the desired number of clusters to be defined,
so to select a number of topic clusters we conducted LDA
analysis six times, each time producing a different number of
clusters ranging from three to eight. We used two criteria to
select the number of clusters in our final topic model: First,
we assessed the clusters for lack of redundancy in an ordination of all articles by their highest rated topic classification,
1130 BioScience • November 2021 / Vol. 71 No. 11
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and, second, we assessed the redundancy and interpretability of the sets of most highly weighted words in each set
of clusters (see supplemental file S2; Asmussen and Møller
2019, Westgate 2019). The modeling iteration that produced
three topic clusters was least redundant and most interpretable. The topic clusters were assigned descriptive names on
the basis of the words most characteristic of each cluster:
methodological articles were characterized by terms related
to the application and assessment of analysis methods;
applied articles were characterized by terms related to topics in biodiversity science, conservation, and related fields;
and records articles were characterized by terms related to
the collection and reporting of occurrence data (figure 1).
Topic modeling was conducted with the revtools package in
R (Westgate 2019).
A subset of 300 articles randomly selected from the
included articles was read in full and coded according to a
standardized data sheet (see supplemental files S3 and S4).
The 300-article subset was representative of the full data
set in terms of publication year and topic area (figure 2).
For each article read in full, we recorded information on 10
fields: taxa, study system, study and author region, sample
size, study scale, sampling design, analysis approach, data
source, and data publication (see supplemental file S3). For
all data fields except for study region and author region, the
classifications were not mutually exclusive; each article was
tagged with all applicable responses. Such classification is
a common approach in descriptive literature reviews (e.g.,
Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Hao et al. 2019). All data management and analyses were conducted with R version 4.0.2
(R Core Team 2020), and data and R scripts are available
online (Mandeville 2021).
Broad trends in the presence-only biodiversity
literature
The literature relying on presence-only biodiversity occurrence data has grown steadily since the mid-2000s, maintaining an average annual growth rate that exceeds that
of the biodiversity literature as a whole (Stork and Astrin
2014). This literature has seen a shift in recent years from
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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Figure 1. The articles were classified into three topic areas using latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic modeling, which
uses word frequencies to cluster articles by topic. The 30 most heavily weighted words in (a) the methodological topic
(n = 641), (b) the applied topic (n = 753), and (c) the records topic (n = 757) are shown in the present figure. Word size
indicates relative weight within each topic.
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Figure 2. The number of articles published per year in each topic area within (a) the full set of 2151 articles and (b) the
300-article subset; the total citations per year since publication in each topic area within (c) the full set of 2151 articles
and (d) the 300-article subset. 2020 is indicated with dashed lines because the results for 2020 may be less complete than
those for other years; although the set of articles was obtained with a search on 4 January 2021, some articles with a 2020
publication date may not yet have been indexed by journals or the Web of Science.

a focus on methodological research to data sharing and
applied analyses, as is evidenced by both the number of
articles published and the citations obtained by articles in
each topic area (figure 2). The methodological topic area
was most common from the mid-2000s through 2015. From
2015 to 2020, the frequency of articles within the methodological topic area remained relatively constant, whereas the
frequency of applied and records articles increased rapidly.
Methodological articles are overall the most highly cited, but
the relative citation rate has declined since 2015 (figure 2).
The shifting distribution of topic areas suggests that there
are two distinct eras in the presence-only data literature: an
era focused on methodological developments, which lasted
from approximately 2005–2015 and an era with a greater
focus on applications that began in 2015 and continues
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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today. A similar trend has been reported among articles that
rely on GBIF-mediated data (Heberling et al. 2021).
The increase in articles focused on simple reports of
occurrence is likely due to an increase in infrastructure and
incentivization for data papers in recent years (Chavan and
Penev 2011, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Li et al. 2020), and
the parallel increase in applied research may indicate that
presence-only approaches are being used more frequently
to address issues of relevance to conservation and management (Guisan et al. 2013, Tulloch et al. 2018, Bayraktarov
et al. 2019). The decline of methodological articles in
terms of relative frequency and citation rate might suggest that applied researchers are using more established
analysis methods more often than they are adopting newer
approaches.
November 2021 / Vol. 71 No. 11 • BioScience 1131
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As a whole, the literature relying on presence-only biodiversity data is relatively decentralized and young. Its influence, as was measured by citations, is still growing; just a
small number of the reviewed articles were highly cited,
with a median of six citations per article. Unsurprisingly,
methodological articles made up the majority of the 89
articles cited more than 100 times (figure 2; see supplemental file S5). The average author contributed to just 1.3
of the reviewed articles, which aligns with trends reported
in the biodiversity literature (Stork and Astrin 2014) but is
substantially lower than authorship rates in the biological
sciences overall (Fanelli and Larivière 2016). Articles were
published in a wide range of outlets, with 482 distinct journals represented in our review. The relative lack of common
references is a further indicator of the varied scope of the
presence-only biodiversity literature (see supplemental file
S5). This is likely due to specialization among biodiversity
researchers within many distinct research areas, defined for
example by taxon of interest, geographic region, or scientific
subdiscipline. Nevertheless, it may indicate a challenge to
the efficient sharing of information regarding best practices
for biodiversity data sharing.
Using complementary reviews to build a more
complete picture of the biodiversity literature
All efforts to systematically review literature contain tradeoffs and biases introduced by the strategy used to search
the literature, including search terms, search platform,
and screening protocol. Therefore, efforts to characterize a
body of literature are most informative when complementary reviews are considered alongside one another to form
a more complete picture of the literature as a whole. We
expect that this is particularly true for rapidly expanding
research areas, including the presence-only biodiversity data
literature; reviews of presence-only biodiversity data are
complicated by the broad and rapidly developing variety of
ways that this data type is accessed, analyzed, and referred
to in the literature. To this end, we conducted a small test of
the similarity of our search results to those of two recently
published complementary reviews: Ball-Damerow and colleagues (2019) and the 2019 GBIF Science Review (GBIF
Secretariat 2019). Each of these reviews used a search strategy and platform that complements our own, targeting a distinct subset of the literature on applications of presence-only
biodiversity data (figure 3).
For this test, we identified the articles from our review
that met the inclusion criteria defined for each of the other
two reviews, screened the abstracts of 50 articles randomly
selected from each of the other reviews according to our
own inclusion criteria, and identified the percentage of
articles that were common to our review and each of the
complementary reviews. There was relatively little overlap
between the articles in our review and the other two reviews
(figure 3). The lack of overlap illustrates the importance of
considering complementary reviews alongside one another.
Although other recent reviews, including the two considered
1132 BioScience • November 2021 / Vol. 71 No. 11
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in the present article, have focused largely on applications of
presence-only biodiversity data known to be accessed from
open sources, our review fills a key knowledge gap by characterizing a broad set of the traditional literature with an as
yet unknown reliance on open databases.
Comparison of basic study characteristics with trends in biodiversity
research. Our review joins several recent studies in iden-

tifying trends in basic characteristics of the biodiversity
literature, including taxonomic focus, study domain, and
study region (Tydecks et al. 2018, Ball-Damerow et al.
2019, Heberling et al. 2021). We found that the articles in
our review align some general trends in the biodiversity
literature, including an emphasis on terrestrial settings
(figures 4 and 5; Tydecks et al. 2018, Ball-Damerow et al.
2019, Heberling et al. 2021). Still, there are some distinct
trends associated with the articles in our review: vertebrates—and, to a lesser extent, invertebrates—are 
better
represented among our reviewed articles than in other
reviews of the biodiversity literature, whereas plants and the
freshwater domain are underrepresented (figure 4; Tydecks
et al. 2018, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Heberling et al. 2021).
The overrepresentation of vertebrates in our review is primarily due to their prevalence in reviewed articles that did
not use data from open databases, suggesting that the range
of vertebrate data available from open databases may not be
as aligned with research needs as data from other taxonomic
groups. On the other hand, the relative underrepresentation
of freshwater and marine studies in our review was consistent between articles that did and did not rely on open data.
This suggests that the presence-only data type as a whole
may be less common in freshwater and marine domains,
likely because many freshwater and marine species are not
as easily detected via opportunistic observation.
The global distribution of studies in our review aligns
closely with trends in the biodiversity literature (Tydecks
et al. 2018, Heberling et al. 2021). The largest number of
articles were authored by researchers based in Europe, followed by North America (figure 4). Alignment between
study region and author region was uneven; articles that
addressed Europe and North America were written by
first authors based at institutions in the same region in
respectively 98% and 95% of cases, whereas articles that
addressed study regions in other parts of the world were
less likely to have been written by first authors based in
the focus region (figure 6). The uneven global distribution
of biodiversity research reflects the greater coverage of
biodiversity data in North America, Europe, and Australia
relative to much of the rest of the world (Serra-Diaz et al.
2017, Pelayo-Villamil et al. 2018, Wüest et al. 2020) and
is also partially explained by the less frequent publication
of ecological research conducted in the Global South in
journals that are indexed by major databases (Nuñez et al.
2019). It is critical that the field of biodiversity advances to
better represent and support researchers based in underrepresented global regions in the international academic
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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Figure 3. The Venn diagram indicates the overlap between articles included in this review and two complementary
reviews. The circle size corresponds to review sample size; it should be noted that only a portion of the analyses reported
in Mandeville (2021) were conducted on the full article set, whereas the remaining analyses were conducted on a subset of
300 samples chosen randomly from the full set. The overlap between the circles indicates the overlap in articles included
in each review, and the dotted lines indicate the estimated overlap in targeted articles according to the reviews’ described
inclusion criteria. The inset table indicates the inclusion criteria and search strategy of each review.
literature (Ramirez et al. 2018, Nuñez et al. 2019, Pettorelli
et al. 2021). It has been shown that international collaborations are often inequitable, with European and North
American researchers gaining more benefits in terms
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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of publications and reputation than collaborators in the
Global South (Boshoff 2009, Habel et al. 2014, Di Marco
et al. 2017, Tydecks et al. 2018, Heberling et al. 2021). This
trend should prompt caution in the growing open data
November 2021 / Vol. 71 No. 11 • BioScience 1133
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Figure 4. A comparison of trends in taxonomic focus, study system, and geographic region of the biodiversity literature
identified by this review and three complementary reviews covering different aspects of the biodiversity literature. See each
cited paper for specific methods and results, because the methods of defining and measuring each trend may differ slightly
between articles.

movement; it will be essential to ensure that open sharing
of data is supportive rather than exploitative of Global
South researchers (Serwadda et al. 2018, Eichhorn et al.
2020, Pettorelli et al. 2021, Trisos et al. 2021). One example
of an approach to this issue from within the biodiversity data community is the ongoing effort to repatriate
1134 BioScience • November 2021 / Vol. 71 No. 11
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biodiversity data that have been collected within a historically exploited region but stored and managed elsewhere,
in order to transfer primary data custody and decisionmaking power back to the communities from which the
data were collected (Dias et al. 2017, Eichhorn et al. 2020,
Heberling et al. 2021).
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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Presence-only data: A lens into current trends in the access, analysis, and publishing of openly accessible biodiversity data. As the

biodiversity research literature continues to grow, the open
sharing of biodiversity data is increasingly recognized as
necessary and is quickly becoming normalized (Peterson
et al. 2018, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Heberling et al. 2021).
Presence-only biodiversity data are relatively representative
of broad taxonomic and geographic trends associated with
the field of biodiversity as a whole, but they differ in the ease
with which they can be shared in accordance with currently
recognized best practices (König et al. 2019, Anderson et al.
2020, Wüest et al. 2020, Gadelha et al. 2021). Therefore, as
practices continue to be developed to facilitate the sharing of
a wide range of data types (Anderson et al. 2020), presenceonly data can serve as an early indicator to illustrate the
progress, challenges, and limitations to the adoption of biodiversity data sharing practices. The work of recent reviews
focused on presence-only data from open databases (e.g.,
Ball-Damerow et al. 2019 and the GBIF Science Review
series) makes it clear that open data infrastructure actively
supports a large body of research. But to understand the
extent to which biodiversity research in the traditional peerreviewed literature serves to facilitate or slow the progress
toward open data, it is necessary to consider presence-only
data from a wider range of sources.
In the sections that follow, we focus on three aspects of
the presence-only biodiversity data literature indexed in the
Web of Science Core Collection, with an emphasis on open
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data practices. We first consider the sources of presenceonly data in this body of literature. Next, we consider how
presence-only data are analyzed and whether these analyses
are supported by well-documented metadata. Finally, we
characterize the data publication practices associated with
the presence-only biodiversity data in this set of literature.
Our objective is to delineate the current state of data sharing
practices and to identify areas for growth, many of which
will apply to both presence-only data and also more generally to a range of biodiversity data types.
Sources of presence-only biodiversity data
Openly accessible databases—that is, searchable online
repositories in which biodiversity data from many original
sources are aggregated—make billions of biodiversity data
points freely available for anyone to access and use (Peterson
et al. 2018, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019). Researchers may
choose to access data from openly accessible databases for
many reasons: to avoid duplicating research effort that has
been undertaken in the past, to access data on a larger temporal and spatial scale than could be collected through original field work, to synthesize data from disparate sources, or
to replicate or build on a previous study. So it is unsurprising
that openly accessible databases were the most common
direct data source in our review, accessed by 42% of the
reviewed articles. However, only 19% of the reviewed articles
used data exclusively from open databases; the vast majority accessed some or all of their data from sources other
than open databases. Other common data sources include
original fieldwork, the literature, and museums and herbaria
(figure 5). Ball-Damerow and colleagues (2019) identified
these same three sources of occurrence data as the most
commonly integrated with occurrence data accessed from
open databases.
In many cases, it is likely that researchers choose to collect
new data or compile data from a variety of original sources
because the data they need are not available in an openly
accessible database (Troudet et al. 2017, Ball-Damerow et al.
2019). For instance, articles in our review were substantially
more likely to address vertebrate species than in reviews
in which all articles rely at least partially on open data
(figure 4). In particular, a large percentage of the articles in
our review addressed mammals (figure 5). Although mammals are considered overrepresented in open databases on
a per-species basis, they make up a relatively small portion
of the total volume of data available from open databases,
likely because of many mammal species’ lower detection
probability, wider-ranging distributions, and relatively lower
dedicated citizen science interest than some other taxa
(Troudet et al. 2017, Parsons et al. 2018). This may explain
why articles that addressed mammal species were relatively
unlikely to obtain data from an open database and more
likely to obtain data from government agencies, private
organizations, and through original data collection. Overall,
the relatively small percentage of articles based on open
presence-only data corroborates a growing sentiment from
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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the literature: Although the volume of openly accessible
biodiversity data continues to grow, there are substantial
taxonomic and spatial gaps for which there is minimal
open data (Pino-Del-Carpio et al. 2014, Chambers et al.
2017, Troudet et al. 2017, Ondei et al. 2018, Wetzel et al.
2018, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Hochkirch et al. 2020). Our
results corroborate the many studies that have identified
gaps in biodiversity data, making it clear that the majority of
researchers who conduct presence-only analyses do not find
the data they need in open databases. This highlights the
need for the biodiversity research community to continue
ongoing efforts to identify and fill critical taxonomic and
spatial knowledge gaps in open databases.
Data gaps can be filled through both novel data collection
and mobilization of existing data that are not yet openly accessible. Many large pools of data exist outside the open data
infrastructure—for example, in government agencies and private organizations (Stephenson et al. 2017, Wetzel et al. 2018,
Cretois et al. 2020). Identifying these sources of data, supporting policies and infrastructure that facilitate their access and
reuse, and incentivizing data sharing at an institutional level
is needed to facilitate more open access to these data (Voříšek
et al. 2018). This is critical for establishing the long-term
records that are essential for studying trends across space and
time and informing conservation interventions in the face of
global change (Wetzel et al. 2018). Opening existing data for
reuse is also necessary to avoid duplication of data collection
effort and research waste, freeing research resources to target
true data gaps (Grainger et al. 2020). Consider, for example,
that 13% of the articles in our review accessed data from
10 or more nonopen sources, some accessing well over one
thousand distinct sources. The collation of data from multiple sources represents an extensive research effort that will
likely need to be repeated by future researchers if the data are
not made more openly accessible. Reducing inefficiencies by
supporting the access and reuse of data will allow researchers
to prioritize generation of data that will fill gaps in the available knowledge. To achieve this, efforts to build relationships
between data aggregators and the research community will
continue to be essential.
In other cases, openly accessible data may be available to
replace or supplement data from other sources but authors
may neglect to use it, either because they are not aware of
it or because they do not trust its quality (Faith et al. 2013).
Even when data are aggregated in an open database, some
researchers may choose to access the data from their original
sources rather than from the open database (Singer et al.
2020). In some cases, researchers may be aware of open data
but believe they lack the skills to access and use it effectively
(Poisot et al. 2019). Indeed, a broad survey of researchers
found that the perceived value and efficiency of reusing
open data were major factors in whether researchers chose
to access open data (Curty et al. 2017). Finally, it is also
important to note that inequities in technological infrastructure, competence, and training mean that access to digital
platforms is also inequitable (Johnson et al. 2021). Finding
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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solutions to the barriers that keep researchers from accessing
open biodiversity data should be a goal of the biodiversity
research community.
Practices for accessing and citing open data vary widely. Among

open databases, data sources varied widely. We identified
117 open databases that were used to access presence-only
occurrence data (see supplemental file S6). We classified
nine of these as large open databases, defined as relatively
well known, established databases that contain data covering a very large geographic range, a wide range of taxa, or
both. The most commonly accessed was the GBIF, which
was accessed by 37 articles, followed by eBird (9 articles).
The remaining 108 open databases, classified as small
databases, had a narrower geographic or disciplinary scope
and were each accessed by an average of 1.2 articles. Of the
articles that accessed open data from at least one source, 55%
accessed a large database and 65% accessed a small database.
Two thirds directly accessed just one database, whereas
the remaining third accessed between two and 10 distinct
open databases. Of course, because many open data sources
serve to aggregate many smaller databases, data users that
accessed just one database may still have obtained data from
a wide range of original sources. These results are similar to
the findings of Ball-Damerow and colleagues (2019), who
also found that a small number of open data sources were
cited by many articles, whereas a large number of open data
sources were cited very few times.
The frequent reliance on small open databases is probably due in large part to the prevalence of small databases
within specific research areas (Costello and Wieczorek 2014,
Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Singer et al. 2020) and may also
be partially explained by a lack of familiarity with or trust
in large databases (Faith et al. 2013). We recognize many
values of small databases, including responsiveness to specific disciplinary requirements (Franz and Sterner 2018)
and the cultivation of strong relationships between data
curators and communities of data users (Blair et al. 2020,
Monfils et al. 2020). However, small open databases may
lack the standardization and interoperability that are built
into larger data aggregators (Poisot et al. 2019), they may
lack consistent leadership to maintain growing content and
keep up with developing best practices (Costello et al. 2013),
and they are more likely to become technologically obsolete,
rendering the data inaccessible (Vines et al. 2014, Tessarolo
et al. 2017, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019, Blair et al. 2020).
We attempted to access all of the databases referred to
in our reviewed articles and found that we could not locate
or access 9% of the small databases from which articles
in our review had obtained data. In a few other cases, the
database website could be accessed, but it was not clear
that the data were still accessible; for example, data could
be visualized but the link to download data was broken, or
it was requested that visitors contact the database managers to request access. Although still concerning, it is perhaps a cause for cautious optimism that the proportion of
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inaccessible databases in our review is considerably lower
than the 26% of databases found to be inaccessible by BallDamerow and colleagues (2019), who reviewed articles published through April 2017. An additional 15% of the small
databases had been consolidated into a different database
but were still accessible. All nine large databases remained
accessible. Because of the important role played by small
databases, we do not intend to suggest that authors avoid
them; rather, we caution the biodiversity data community
to be cognizant that these small databases are strongly
relied on and to be proactive about supporting them over
time (Costello and Wieczorek 2014). The true reliance on
small databases is likely to be even higher than identified
in our study because small regional databases may be cited
more frequently by articles published in regional journals
and gray literature, which may not be indexed by the Web
of Science and so may have been underrepresented in our
search (Calver et al. 2017).
The proliferation of open data aggregators, along with
the rapidly evolving best practices for their use, has resulted
in an uneven landscape of how such data are cited in the
literature (Escribano et al. 2018, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019,
Luo et al. 2021). Citation of a digital object identifier (DOI)
that is uniquely connected to the full data set analyzed in an
article has emerged as the best practice in this area (Brown
2021, Heberling et al. 2021); this practice enables the data set
to be clearly replicated and all original sources to be credited
(Escribano et al. 2018, Luo et al. 2021). But not all researchers
are yet aware of this best practice, because it is relatively new.
Furthermore, not all open databases have a clear mechanism
for producing a citable DOI (Altman and Crosas 2014, Penev
et al. 2017). We found a great deal of variation in how open
databases were cited among the articles in our review. The vast
majority of articles simply listed the names of the databases
from which they obtained data, sometimes accompanied by
a brief description of the type of original sources from which
the data were aggregated. Only 4% of the data sets accessed
from an open database were cited with a DOI, and another
3% were not cited but, instead, were described in the text
of the article with a direct link to the full data set or other
thorough directions that would enable a reader to replicate
the data retrieval process. Interestingly, the proportion of
articles in our review that included a database citation with a
URL or DOI was much lower than the 34% observed by BallDamerow and colleagues (2019). This may reflect a difference
in search strategy; the search terms used by Ball-Damerow
and colleagues (2019) ensured that all reviewed articles at
least mentioned the type of database accessed, whereas our
search terms required only that articles mentioned the type
of data. The differing results obtained by these two searches
suggest that the use of appropriate citation practices may be
correlated with authors’ use of specific terminology to refer
to open databases, perhaps signaling their perception of their
work as related to the open data movement.
A small number of authors in our review found alternative
ways to recognize original providers of data even when there
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was no mechanism to do so through the open database—for
example, by listing all original data sources in the supplemental material. Giving credit to the original providers of
open data is critical for incentivizing data sharing to researchers, institutions, and funders (Escribano et al. 2018, BallDamerow et al. 2019, Groom et al. 2020) and for recognizing
and supporting the diverse landscape of organizations and
institutions that engage in biodiversity monitoring (Kühl et al.
2020). This may be especially true when data were collected
through public involvement in citizen science. Thirty-four
percent of the articles in our review identified citizen science
as the original source of some or all of their data, although
the true percentage of articles that derived data from citizen
science is likely higher because citizen science data are frequently reused without their source being clearly described
(Cooper et al. 2014). Citizen science plays an important role
in biodiversity data collection but long-term funding and
support for many citizen science programs may be dependent
on the demonstrated impact, so appropriate citation is critical
(Chandler et al. 2017, Pearce-Higgins et al. 2018, MacPhail
and Colla 2020, Mandeville and Finstad 2021).
Analysis and reporting of presence-only biodiversity
data and associated metadata
The growth of interest in presence-only data in the mid2000s was paralleled by innovation in species distribution
modeling approaches tailored to this data type (Vaz et al.
2015, Araújo et al. 2019, Ball-Damerow et al. 2019), so it
is unsurprising that species distribution modeling was the
dominant analysis approach in our review (figure 5). These
methods have become increasingly sophisticated and widely
popular (Hao et al. 2019, Norberg et al. 2019, Zurell et al.
2020). A large review of articles that use GBIF data found
a similar prevalence of species distribution modeling and
identified a recent transition in focus from methodological developments to widespread application similar to that
seen in our overall set of reviewed articles (Heberling et al.
2021). Although the initial development of species distribution modeling approaches for presence-only data was at
least partially a response to the increased availability of the
data type, we suggest that their subsequent wide adoption
has created a positive feedback effect whereby researchers,
driven by the growing ease of analyzing presence-only data,
have increasingly begun to seek out presence-only data from
a wider range of sources.
Despite its prevalence, however, species distribution modeling is far from the only analysis method applicable to
presence-only data. Our results illustrate a wide range of
analysis approaches, including both inferential statistics and
a variety of descriptive statistics. Presence-only data are also
occasionally used indirectly—for example, to validate the
results of another analysis or to inform a sampling design.
Methodological innovation in inferential approaches is
ongoing, and since 2012, a number of articles have applied
a variety of less common inferential approaches, including phenology analyses, demography analyses, list length
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Figure 7. The percentage of the 300-article subset that is associated with each type of data structure, as a function of (a)
analysis approach and (b) direct data source accessed by study authors. In panel (a), the y-axis categories represent all
articles for which the indicated analysis approach was the most complex approach applied (with the exception of “user
trends,” in which case all articles using this approach are represented). The bar widths indicate the number of articles
in the 300-article subset within each category. In panel (b), the y-axis categories represent all articles that use data from
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sources; because of the confounding effect of data integration on metadata reporting, metadata reporting trends are
not reported for these articles. The portions of the bars shaded according to the legend represent articles for which the
indicated source was the only source accessed by the article.

analysis, occupancy modeling, and multivariate statistics
(figure 5). In particular, the integration of presence-only
data with other types of biodiversity data is of growing interest in the literature (Pacifici et al. 2017, Fletcher et al. 2019,
Miller et al. 2019, Isaac et al. 2020, Simmonds et al. 2020,
Zipkin et al. 2021). In our review, articles that integrated
presence-only data with other types of biodiversity data were
nearly three times as likely to employ an uncommon inferential analysis approach as the articles that used only presenceonly data, indicating that data integration can open a wider
range of analysis options for presence-only data.
Clearly documented metadata, particularly an explicit
description of the data structure and original sampling
design, also enable a wider range of analytical approaches,
including data integration (Isaac et al. 2014, Araújo et al.
2019, Dobson et al. 2020). This trend is reflected in our
results, with articles that employed more complex analysis
approaches being correspondingly more likely to describe
the underlying data structure (figure 7). Articles that employ
species distribution modeling are the major exception to
this trend; despite the relative statistical complexity of species distribution modeling, articles that modeled species
distributions were the least likely to document data structure (figure 7). This likely reflects the growing accessibility
of species distribution modeling approaches, which have
become increasingly straightforward to implement through
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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user-friendly platforms that can be implemented as a black
box by researchers without a clear understanding of the
method (Joppa et al. 2013, Merow et al. 2013, Kass et al.
2018). Although the growing accessibility of species distribution modeling offers great potential for research and conservation (Rapacciuolo 2019, Sofaer et al. 2019), we caution
that it is still essential to share metadata whenever possible
to aid in interpretation and evaluation of results (Soranno
et al. 2020, Zurell et al. 2020, Muscatello et al. 2021, Sillero
and Barbosa 2021, Foster et al. 2021). Relatedly, it is important to check for and correct data quality errors in data and
metadata, particularly when data are obtained from open
databases or collated from several sources (Ball-Damerow
et al. 2019). In addition to supporting data interpretation
and analysis, the reporting of high quality metadata facilitates a wide range of potential future data uses.
Reporting of metadata is inconsistent. Despite the value of clear

metadata, around half of the articles that we reviewed did
not explicitly describe the structure or sampling design of
all of their data, corroborating previously reported trends
(figure 5; Kervin et al. 2013, Roche et al. 2015). Of course,
researchers can only report metadata if they have access to
this information, and researchers reusing data may simply not have information on the original data structure.
For instance, 118 articles obtained data from museums,
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herbaria, and the literature and 77% of these did not report
the structure of their data; in the vast majority of these
cases, metadata on the original sampling design were likely
unavailable. Users of open data also have inconsistent access
to metadata, and around half of the articles that obtained
data exclusively from open sources did not describe data
structure (figure 7). Although many openly accessible databases enable and encourage metadata standardization and
sharing, most prominently through the Darwin Core standard (Wieczorek et al. 2012), many data available through
open databases have been digitized from historical records,
for which such metadata may be unavailable or may have
been lost over time (Specht et al. 2018). Articles that rely on
data collected by government agencies and private organizations describe data structure more frequently (figure 7).
In the instances in which the structure of data from these
sources is not described, it may be due to the loss of information that occurs when complete information was not passed
from the data owners to the data users. Standardizing the
methods used by governmental and private institutions to
share data with researchers may reduce instances of data loss
associated with more informal sharing of data (Kühl et al.
2020). Unsurprisingly, articles exclusively based on original field work were most consistent in documenting data
structure (figure 7). The combination of data from multiple
sources is an additional barrier to describing presence-only
data because of practical challenges associated with describing a large number of separate sampling schemes. For each
additional source accessed by an article in our review, the
likelihood of data structure being described decreased by
12%. Although authors may have little recourse when working with data sets for which metadata are unavailable or with
large data sets for which it may be impractical to describe a
large number of separate sampling schemes, improving data
citation practices may provide a partial solution by making
it possible to trace data to its original source to gather any
available metadata.
Of articles that described the structure of their data, most
described one or more data source as opportunistic (i.e.,
collected with no predefined sampling design), followed
by semistructured (sensu Dobson et al. 2020), and finally a
smaller percentage used presence or absence data and discarded the absence records before analysis. Of the articles
that converted presence or absence data to presence-only
format before analysis, one third did this for the purpose
of comparing different modeling approaches. The remaining two thirds discarded the absence data and conducted
analyses exclusively in a presence-only framework. Previous
authors have cautioned that it is not advisable to analyze
presence or absence data in a presence-only framework
(Yackulic et al. 2013), so it is concerning that some articles
in our review took this approach. In some cases researchers may be motivated to convert presence or absence data
to presence-only to facilitate merging presence or absence
and presence-only data sets, but many recent studies suggest approaches for integrating various data types without
1140 BioScience • November 2021 / Vol. 71 No. 11
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reducing data structure (Pacifici et al. 2017, Fletcher et al.
2019, Miller et al. 2019, Isaac et al. 2020, Zipkin et al. 2021).
The articles in our review were more consistent in reporting the scope of their presence-only data set, in terms of
both sample size and study scale. The sample size varied
considerably between articles, but the majority of studies
were small to mid-size (figure 5). The studies’ geographic
scale followed a similar trend, with the majority addressing
a regional scale (figure 5). The small number of articles that
did not explicitly state a sample size tended to involve several
separate analyses of a large number of species and stated a
total sample size and total number of species rather than the
sample size for each analysis. The tendency toward mid-size
studies has remained relatively consistent over time, with the
exception of studies with a sample size of over one hundred
thousand occurrence records. These very large studies were
absent from our reviewed articles until 2014. This recent
increase in large studies likely reflects growing infrastructure
for and interest in big data macroecology (Hampton et al.
2013, Wüest et al. 2020). Such large studies are more likely to
rely on open data than studies with a smaller scope.
How often are presence-only data made available for
reuse?
Our results suggest that the majority of data used in presence-only analyses are not made available after the analyses are published, although there is a recent trend toward
increased data sharing. To characterize trends in data sharing, we excluded the 19% of articles that were based entirely
on data accessed from open sources. Of the remaining
articles that used data from at least one source other than
an open database, just 21% made all data used in the study
openly available on publication of the article. Of these, 18%
published their data in an openly accessible online database,
whereas the rest used a different form of publication, such
as supplementary material or an online repository (figure 8).
The most common means of sharing data was to directly
include it in the article, either the main text or the supplemental material. Data formats varied from those that facilitate reuse relatively easily (e.g., CSV files, spatial data files) to
those that pose challenges for reuse (e.g., PDF files). Online
repositories, including Dryad, Figshare, and GitHub, were
also used by a small number of articles to share data. Only
nine articles indicated that their data sets had been shared
in an openly accessible database, although it is possible that
the authors of some articles in our review published their
data to an open database but neglected to mention this in the
article. Of course, the data analyzed in the 19% of reviewed
articles that obtained data exclusively from open databases
remained openly available as long as the databases from
which the authors accessed their data were still accessible.
To maximize their research value, data must be published in a way that is both searchable and persistent
(Wilkinson et al. 2016, Bishop et al. 2019). Therefore,
publication of data in aggregated databases is preferable to
publication in supplemental material. In particular, larger
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databases are more likely to have greater longevity, stability,
and infrastructure to maintain current best practices for
data management in this rapidly developing field (Costello
and Wieczorek 2014, Poisot et al. 2019). Much like small
open databases, it has been demonstrated that data in
supplementary material often become inaccessible over
time (Vines et al. 2014, Stodden et al. 2018). We attempted
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to access all data shared by our reviewed articles and found
that it was largely, but not entirely, still accessible: 7% of the
data sets shared in journal supplementary materials were
no longer available, and 22% of the data sets shared in an
open database were no longer available. The inaccessible
data from open databases were exclusively shared in small
databases.
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Although the overall accessibility of openly available presence-only data has increased dramatically in recent years,
our results make it clear that the traditional peer-reviewed
literature still largely serves as a sink for presence-only biodiversity data rather than facilitating its sharing and reuse.
Making presence-only data more accessible should be a clear
priority. Because strong infrastructure and clear best practices already exist for sharing presence-only occurrence data
(Costello and Wieczorek 2014, Peterson et al. 2018, Hackett
et al. 2019, Anderson et al. 2020) this should be achievable.
However, several barriers can stand in the way of data sharing, including researchers’ lack of incentive and ability, data
ownership, and data set complexity. The strategies for overcoming these barriers will differ on the basis of the original
source, ownership, and structure of the data.
Data sharing considerations for different types of presence-only
data. The most straightforward type of presence-only data

to target for increased data sharing are likely those collected
by the study authors. Our results do indicate that original
data are the most frequently shared, but the sharing rate is
still low, at just 27% (figure 8). The publishing rate of original data collected with citizen science was somewhat higher
than average, although still fewer than half of the articles
based on original citizen science published their data. This
is problematic, because studies have shown that citizen science participants generally expect and want their data to be
made available for research, conservation, and policymaking
(Chandler et al. 2017, Ganzevoort et al. 2017, Groom et al.
2017, Fox et al. 2019, Larson et al. 2020). Further integration
of citizen science with open biodiversity data aggregators
should therefore be a priority.
We anticipated lower rates of data publication from
articles that compiled data from third party data owners,
including the literature and museums and herbaria, and
our results indicated rates of data publication that were just
slightly lower than that of original data (figure 8). We suggest two major reasons why authors may not share data they
have collated from other data owners. First, they may lack
(or perceive that they lack) the permission to do so. And
second, they may perceive that data sharing is unnecessary,
assuming that readers wishing to reproduce their data set
could retrace the data acquisition methods described in the
paper to reassemble the data set from its original sources.
Although this may sometimes be true, collating data from
multiple sources takes a great deal of time and effort, so it
is not a trivial process for a reader to reassemble a data set
following a process described in the literature. And even if
original data sources are well documented and still accessible, it cannot be assumed that a reader will be able to
replicate the steps taken to collect data; literature is often
behind paywalls, and access to institutional databases may
be limited. Therefore, researchers working with data compiled from museums, herbaria, and journal articles should
strive to provide as thorough a description as possible of
their exact process of compiling their data set or, better yet,
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publish their complete data set whenever possible (Cousijn
et al. 2018). Widespread progress on this issue will depend
in part on the support of institutions: Institutions that host
data should institute mechanisms to generate citations
when data are accessed, making data easier to cite (Mooney
and Newton 2012, Fenner et al. 2019, Powers and Hampton
2019), and journals that publish research should outline
clear policies that support and facilitate data sharing and
citation (Hrynaszkiewicz et al. 2020).
Finally, there are circumstances in which researchers may
be unable to share data because of its proprietary or sensitive nature. We expect that this issue is most relevant to data
obtained from private organizations or government agencies; in the present review, articles that accessed data primarily from one of these sources were characterized by low rates
of data publication (figure 8). This is a complex issue, but
we would encourage owners of sensitive data to use existing decision tools and prioritization schemes to consider
whether there is a suitable way to make these data available
for reuse, even in a more limited format (Clements et al.
2018, Tulloch et al. 2018, Chapman 2020). Because 37% of
reviewed articles derive at least a portion of their data from
sources that are assumed to generally be nonopen (e.g., data
provided by government agencies, private organizations, or
personal communications), and 41% derive some or all of
their data from sources that are potentially accessible but
cannot be assumed to be available to all readers (e.g., museums, literature, media), it is clear that a large portion of the
presence-only biodiversity literature relies on data that are
not accessible, hampering the replicability of these studies
and the reusability of the data on which they are based.
A separate but related issue concerns data ethics and ownership. Issues of data ownership and governance are inherently related to social governance, and it is essential that the
ethics of data sharing be held in the forefront at all stages of
data management (Carroll et al. 2021, Rubert-Nason et al.
2021, Trisos et al. 2021). Data relevant to local communities must be made accessible to community members and
must not be used in ways that are counter to community
priorities (Johnson et al. 2021). This is particularly essential
when it comes to Indigenous data; the CARE Principles
for Indigenous Data Governance are a critical framework
for ensuring Indigenous peoples’ rights to the control of
Indigenous data (GIDA 2019, Carroll et al. 2021). In addition, when data are collected by community members,
as with citizen science, it is important to understand and
respect volunteers’ motivations for and concerns about the
use of data they have contributed (Ganzevoort et al. 2017,
Lynn et al. 2019, Tengö et al. 2021). The continued normalization of open data sharing must center scholarship and
practice that respects ethical data governance, stewardship,
and access.
The future of presence-only biodiversity data sharing. Data sharing

practices in the presence-only biodiversity literature have
until recently remained relatively constant over time, but the
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proportion of reviewed articles that publish their data has
increased somewhat since 2016 (figure 8). This is cause for
optimism and continued efforts to normalize open sharing
of biodiversity data. Recent studies document overwhelmingly positive attitudes to data sharing (Tenopir et al. 2020,
Soeharjono and Roche 2021), so if practical barriers can
be overcome, there is a high likelihood that data sharing
will continue to increase. Increased sharing of biodiversity
data may even produce a ripple effect across disciplines;
biodiversity research has historically exhibited a higher rate
of open data sharing than closely related scientific disciplines such as ecology and conservation science (Michener
2015, Osawa 2019, Shin et al. 2020), but given the broad
and growing application of presence-only biodiversity data
across many related scientific disciplines (Ball-Damerow
et al. 2019, Heberling et al. 2021), continued improvements
in open sharing of presence-only biodiversity data may serve
to spread awareness of open data practices across disciplines.
Past studies have indicated that the majority of biodiversity researchers support data sharing but may be held back
by lack of sufficient incentive, lack of familiarity with data
aggregators, lack of information on data set structure or
ownership, and lack of trust in public databases (Huang et al.
2012, Tenopir et al. 2020). We compared articles that did and
did not publish their data to examine the relative impact of
some potential barriers to data sharing. First, we anticipated
that two measures of data set complexity might negatively
correlate with data sharing: first, the number of data sources
accessed to compile a data set and, second, whether the
original sampling design was reported. We expected that
authors might be held back from sharing data by the complexity of crediting multiple original sources or by their own
lack of complete information on data structure. However,
we did not find either of these relationships in our results.
This finding suggests that data set complexity may not be
the primary factor prohibiting researchers from publishing
their data sets. It is a concern but is more likely secondary to other barriers. Because lack of familiarity with open
databases has also been cited as a barrier to data sharing, we
expected that authors’ familiarity with open data, as has been
demonstrated by the integration of data from open databases
with presence-only data from other sources, would correlate
with greater rates of data publication. This was not the case:
Of the articles that integrated data from open databases and
other sources, 76% did not publish the data that were not
already open.
These findings suggest that other concerns, including
lack of researcher incentive and concern about receiving
appropriate credit for shared data, may be more serious
barriers to data sharing (Escribano et al. 2018, Tenopir et al.
2020). Some developments have begun to address the issue
of researcher incentive: Data sharing is increasingly incentivized through journal policies, funding agency requirements, and the promotion of data citations (Mills et al. 2015,
Colavizza et al. 2020, Walters 2020). Continuing to normalize these incentives may help overcome existing barriers to
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data sharing, especially in situations in which data users are
the original data owners (Chavan and Penev 2011, Mooney
and Newton 2012, Kattge et al. 2014, Escribano et al. 2018).
Furthermore, researchers are increasingly taking ownership
over the process of data sharing, establishing grassroots
collaborations that organize specific research communities to engage with open data infrastructure and practices
(Aubin et al. 2020). This integration of open data practices
into local networks of biodiversity researchers has great
potential to incentivize open data sharing by establishing it
as a key component of network building and collaboration
within specific research areas. As open data sharing becomes
increasingly normalized, it will be essential that practitioners
of open science maintain a supportive, rather than critical,
approach to encouraging researchers who are taking their
first steps into open data sharing. Researchers do not all
have equal access to the resources, training, technical capacity, and institutional support to fully engage in open data
practices, and small steps toward open data sharing must be
welcomed while the field as a whole shifts to become more
equitably supportive of open data practices (Bahlai et al.
2019, Chawinga and Zinn 2019, Powers and Hampton 2019,
Soeharjono and Roche 2021).
Conclusions
Open access to high quality biodiversity occurrence data
is key to many emerging themes in biodiversity research
and conservation, including development and implementation of international biodiversity assessments and targets
(Hochkirch et al. 2020), research synthesis for conservation
decision-making (Nakagawa et al. 2020), and near-term
ecological forecasting of species abundance in space and
time (Callaghan et al. 2021), so continued efforts to increase
the open sharing of biodiversity data will be critical. This
will require increased incentivization, institutional support,
ongoing shifts in cultural norms, and a growing emphasis
on an ethical, equitable framework for data sharing. Recent
trends toward increased sharing of presence-only biodiversity data are a cause for optimism, but there is still a great
deal of work to be done in normalizing the use of best practices in data access, documentation, citation, and sharing.
Still, we see evidence in the trends reported in the present
article for an often-reported survey result: Researchers
generally feel positively toward reusing and sharing data,
despite persistent uncertainty about best practices and concern about credit and incentives (Ross-Hellauer et al. 2017,
Tenopir et al. 2020, Soeharjono and Roche 2021). Such
evidence includes the recent increase in the proportion of
articles that produce open data, the efforts taken by some
authors to credit original data providers even when no clear
mechanism had yet been developed to do so, and the aboveaverage sharing rate for citizen science data.
For researchers looking to begin or continue their journey into reuse and sharing of open biodiversity data,
there are many excellent resources that offer an entry
point into accessing and sharing open data; we particularly
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point such researchers to Hampton and colleagues (2015),
Wilkinson and colleagues (2016), Boland and colleagues
(2017), Alston and Rick (2021), and to guides such as the
FAIR Principles (GO FAIR 2021), the CARE Principles of
Indigenous Data Governance (GIDA 2019), and the Quick
Guide to Publishing Data Through GBIF.org (GBIF 2021).
To those beginning to engage with open data, we echo the
wisdom of Bahlai and colleagues (2019), Alston and Rick
(2021), and others in encouraging researchers to begin
with any first steps, however small, that are feasible given
their circumstances. Increased open data sharing will rely
on both the progressive adoption of data sharing practices
by individual researchers and ultimately on broad cultural
shifts within biodiversity and related fields (Chawinga and
Zinn 2019). This shift to a culture of ethical open data sharing will be essential to meet challenges associated with the
growing biodiversity crisis and to support a growing need
for biodiversity assessment, monitoring, and conservation.
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